Wireless Microphone Set Up (William Doo Auditorium Only)

There are 2 wireless microphones for the William Doo. Each microphone uses the same Channel and Group.

Press the POWER button. A green light will appear meaning the microphone is now ON.

Your microphone should now be working. Use the auditorium control panel to adjust the volume. See next page for a picture of the control panel.

If your microphone requires further trouble shooting:
Confirm the microphone is under the correct Channel / Group

1) Untwist the bottom microphone lid
2) Confirm settings are on: Channel 0 / Group A --> Mic 1
   Channel 1 / Group A --> Mic 2
If your microphone requires further trouble shooting:

Confirm the William Doo Control Panel is ON.

1.) Control Panel is located on the front left side of the auditorium.
2.) Turn the Control Panel ON and adjust volume.